
TRISTAN GARCIA 
& THE QUESTION OF 

FUTURE HISTORY 

One can decide to write the history of anything. 
Of Sweedish dance for example. Or of dreams.  A history of dreams would certainly goes like this : « Around 
the middle of the 18th century, dreams became more and more self-centered ; the traces of dreams we have 
tend to show that the European dreamers became the main characters of their dreams precisely at that time.  
On  the  contrary,  before  that,  we  observe  that  dreams  were  staging  relatives  or  religious  characters  
(representations of God, Jesus and characters of the Bible). From the position of witness or observer, the 
dreamer became the protagonist of his own dream. » A history of dreams that would start in 1945 would 
definitely have a chapter about the post-war nightmares, and about the holistic dream imagery of the sixties  
etc... A future history of dreams would certainly speculate about a structural change in how dreams evolved 
since the financial crisis of 2029 etc...
This article does not deal with the future history  of  something but with future history understood as the 
process of historicizing the future as such, the future of all thing, the Future. 
We smell from here that the subject is absurd : of course no future history can be made, it can only be 
science fiction, or religions, oracles, palm readers, tarots, or schedules, surveys, probabilities etc...  A lot  
though.

Nevertheless  this  doubious  notion  of  future  history became a  pretext  to  dig  into  Tristan  Garcia's  book 
« Forme et Objet. Un traité des choses. » [« Form and Object. A treaty on the things. »]. 
I will naturally focus on his considerations about Time. 

First, I introduce Tristan Garcia's view about all things, about being as such, and about the world in order to 
get familiar with his ontology. Then I will see what time, and especially what the Future is in his terms, and 
confront them with History making as a human activity. Through that, we might get a clear picture of what  
« radical contingency » means when inscribed in time, and why it makes very little sense to be willing to  
historicize it.
This paper will be pursued. The attemps will be to show, in Garcia's terms, that the Future is precisely what  
only Art _and ontology_ can and ought to represent. The main purpose of it all would be to wonder how. 
But for now, let's start with the book.

1. Tristan Garcia's general view on things

A- WHAT DOES THE BOOK WANT TO DO ? « UN DECOUPAGE DU MONDE »

The greatest thing with this book is its ambition. It is « A treaty on things ». It wants to understand it all. It 
doesn't only want to understand the human brain, or the big-bang, or the life of the ants, or the concept of  
freedom, or the meaning of life, or what a car really is, or what nothing  is ; it wants a way to comprehend all 
things that are in the world. 
There are certain things, certain events, certain notions _and the world is definitely one of them _  which can 
only  be  formally understood  or  approached. Ontology  deals  precisely  with  these  things.  Just  like  art, 
ontology deals with  everything.  It  deals with the  being  of all  things.  We would say that  it  does it  in  an 
« abstract » way. Garcia calls it formal. 
This is what he does in the first part of the book, called Formally ; he proposes a formal _here ontological_ 
understanding of the  world.  Philosophers who propose an ontological  system claims that things function 
absolutely according to their system ; things ARE this way.
Garcia does so, he proposes a view on the way things are. But the difference is that his view on things 
requires a double perspective on things : a formal _abstract let's say _ AND an objective one.

Indeed, shit is not abstract ; and it's all over the place. Your home is not flat. There are stuff everywhere. A lot  
is constantly going on out there ; everything is possible, isn't it ? It's not formal indeed. It's fascinating, totally 
full of potential astonishments, fantastic, fun, horrible, great and too much. It feels that positionning oneself,  



having one attitude cannot last long. As marketable artists we are meant to  do for  by  being against, but 
against or for what exactly ? There is always this happening in my head, these focuses in an out and, sort of  
fast movements, very small, very big, small, big, forward, backward with a camera lens, so that no value  
judgement can ever be relevant, so that relativism is not enough, so that there would be of course the world  
without human beings, Nature would even flourish nicely without them, matter is not enough, God is dead  
enough, currencies are floatting and in freedom we swim, capitalism is in me as much as i'm in it, when No 
Future hasn't made it better, when erasing me is the conclusion, when being for global warming is as vain as 
being against, when the show must go on because the show is us...
Then how the hell _and mostly why_ shall we bother making any difference between things at all ? 
We all share or at least smell around the vague idea that everything is somehow equal. That everything is  
different and nothing makes a difference. The wave of the flat world is approaching. 
At the same time we know that things are actually not exactly equal. We remain genuinely interested in  
where we are, not only because it is that that we're in and nowherelse, but also because in there, things are 
actually not equal. They are comparable, orderable, they can produce Difference. 
The latter enumeration was of course a bunch of personal considerations, but the idea is to say that Garcia 
lives in the same confusing world as we live in, and also aims at considering it for what it is not only formally 
but also what he calls objectively. 
Therefore he dedicates a second part of  his book,  called  Objectively :  going from the biggest  object  to 
smaller ones included into the one before ; the chapters in this second part are called : 
Universe > Objects, Events >  Time > Living > Animals > Humans > Representations > Arts and rules >  
Culture > History > Economy of objects > Values > Classes > Genres > Ages of life > Death. 

The  way  the  book  is  divided  _  FORMALLY  /  OBJECTIVELY_  announces  an  always-already  double 
perspective on all things. And this is the consequence of his definition of being.  

B- THE DOUBLE SENSE OF BEING 

For Tristan Garcia, asking the question « what is something ? » consists in  aprehending the thing from a 
double perspective. 
What the thing is   is dissociated from    what is the thing 
What a thing is in   from   what is in a thing.  
He spits the being into 2 different and simultaneous movements ; he gives it 2 directions ; he gives to being a 
double sense : in one sense pf being, to be is to be comprehended. In the other sense of being, to be is to 
comprehend. NB : In French, comprendre means both to include and to understand. 

The thing comes as the difference between what is [in] the thing and what the thing is [in]. 
An important implication is that there is not the thing in itself. 
Something is as the difference between its 2 senses of being ; 
Being is seen as a double movement of  entering and  exiting the thing : the thing stands somewhere in-
between what enters the thing and what the thing enters.

Here is Garcia's scheme of the « thingal » circulation of being :

What the 
thing is in

What is in 
the thing 

Thing



So according to Garica, being iought to be a double movement that is always-already double : what is a 
thing, and what a thing is. 
 

C- A THING IS IN THE WORLD

I. The world 
The world is the biggest thing possible. Each thing is alone in the world, as any other thing. There is nothing 
bigger than the world. There is no « before » the world, because as soon as there is something, there is the 
world. If there was nothing before the world, it was already something _that we ignore. 
Formally speaking, the world is flat. As things in the world, they have no property, they are all equally things 
in the world : you, me, your deepest dream, this car, that table, the idea of a table, the impossibility of a  
round square, a stone, a golden dildogun, your disgrace, birds etc... these are equally things which belong to 
the world. 
I add that it has a lot to do with the Badiousian « counting for one » operation: each thing counts for one in 
the formal world.
Being is then equivalent to being in the world. Each thing is in the world.
Being is equivalent to entering the world. Each thing enters the world. 
But the wolrd enters in nothing. There is nothing bigger than contains the world.
The world is composed of things. 
As soon as there is something, there is the world.
The world = all the things that are equally
Each thing is the world. But the world is in nothing. In that sense :
→ The world is something else than a thing 
Being a thing = being in the world. 
So the world is not a thing but that that includes all things and that nothing else comprehends. 

II. Things as objects
An object is something which contains other things which contain other things etc...
An object is a thing which contains other things and enters in the composition of something else. 
Objects are also things as any other things in the flat formal world, equal and alone ; but as object, they 
order in the universes. 
« An object is to the universe what a thing is to the world. »  
The worlds contains things that are, equal and alone. There is only one world.
The universe contains all the objects that are ; they can be ordered in smaller universes.
Objects have properties. They are not equal. They can be compared and analysed objectively.
If the world of things is perfectly flat, universes of objects are not.

→ A thing has 2 aspects : it is an object as it is included into other things ; it is a thing as it is included into 
somethingelse than a thing (the world). 
« An object has determined conditions. A thing has a formal condition, indetermined. » 
« The condition of the inequality amongst objects is the equality of the things. » 

To  be  faithful  to  our  problem of  Future  History,  and  now  that  we  see  more  or  less  how to  aprehend 
something, anything, in Garcia's terms, what about time ?

2. What is time ? What is the future ?

Time is the universe of all events. An event is an object in time.
Garcia has nothing against using the usual categories of past, present and future to approach what time is.  
Times, as a « big thing » containing other things _past, present and future_, is being dedicated a chapter in  
the objective part of the book. 
The interest is in how he articulates them together. He proposes an a concept of time which departs and  
articulates from the present.



A- THE PRESENT AND THE PAST

I. The present as maximal presence

In order to think the status of the present within the trio Past-Present-Future, he proposes to consider the 
notion of  presence not as continue, but as discrete  : something past does not fall into some black whole 
called the past, but actually remains present, but less present, once it is past.
For example, your dog is dead. You have a certain memory of your dead dog. Your dog, the one on the  
picture or the one in your memory is present, but less present than when the dog was ALIVE next to you. A 
past object or a past event can have different intensities of presence. 

Here are some examples :
Something is present, and then moves away into the past, understood as the sum of all the things that once 
were present but have now less [intensity of] presence. What we call the present designates the maximum 
intensity of presence possible or maximal presence. Events and objects fall into the past by becoming less 
and less present. 
Here could come a historic example :  the moment of Napoleon's death is more present today than the 
moment of Napoleon's first son's birth. But both belong to the past. Even if Napoleon's death happened after 
the birth of his first son, his death is more present than the birth of his son. The birth of Napoleon's son has  
been more eaten up by the past ; it is less present in our cultural past. 
A second blink of my eye which happened after a first similar blink has more faded away from the present  
than the second blink has. It is more past, meaning it has less intensity of presence than the blink which 
came after.

→ Time is the superior order of arrangement of the present, the past and the future in terms of intensities of  
presence.  It  is  the order  of  the presences in the universe.  The present  is  understood as the maximun 
intensity of presence possible. Events get less and less present falling into the past.
In that sense, time departs from the present, and not from the past.

 

II. The past moves away from the present

Obviously, something must be before it can ever be called past. 
Past events remain present, in the world, but less and less present.  
The trajectory of an event would rather be like :

In this frame, objects, events, thoughts, dreams, every single thing which has existed at some point still is. It 
gets never completely digested by an opaque monster called the past. Each object or event, whether it is 
true or false, material or immaterial, imagined or experienced, as long as it came to presence is something 
forever. It also keeps intact its chance to be revived. 
Understanding the past as moving away from the present, objects with less and less intensity of presence 
than present objects, allows several implications : 
Formally, any single past event is a thing in the world, like any other thing, alone as everything else in the flat  
formal world. It is there forever for nothing exits the world. As a thing, the past belongs to the world. But as 
an object ; the past belongs to the present, and all the past events (whose intensities of presence are more 
or less reduced) are as many objects that are in the present. 
This is the problem of the scheme above. It takes the perspective of a present event, of an object. And yet  
the present is the form of the past.
As a  specific  object,  the past  can be divided,  analysed,  cut  up into  smaller  parts  and be an object  of 
knowledge. 
History making seems to be precisely about organizing or ordering the past as an universe of objects. But 
the place is already taken by the present as the universe of past objects. The present is already this big thing 
that comprehends the past. Basically the only possible Universal History would be « now »...
But it is true that now does not provide us with a written narrative the way History does.

 PRESENT  PAST ….......................VERY VERY PAST



We will come back to history making later. For now let's pursue with Garcia's concept of time as articulated  
from the present.

III. The present comprehends the past :

We've just seen that the present and the past are tied together into an objective relationship  : all objet after 
having a maximal presence, sees its intensity of presence disminished as much as it falls into the past. No 
past event disppears completely ; it maintains its chance to be revived.
The present comprehends the past like a big thing includes smaller things in the sense that every past event 
is less present and have variable intensities of presence. Objects in the past can be ordered according to  
their  intensities of presence, moving more or less away from the present,  understood as the maximum 
intensity of presence. The past is considered the minimization of presence.

In his book, Garcia proposes to replace our representation of time as an arrow, a line which would depart in  
the past, go through the present and point towards the future, by a pile of paper ; the sheet on top of the 
infinite pile being the present, and the rest of the pile forming the past (see fig.1).

  Fig.1       Fig.2 

' The past is to the present what an object is to the universe ''
Indeed the past is included in the present as in the maximum presence possible so that  the present, by 
definition, is the universe (the biggest thing possible) of the past.
Each present paper piles up forming a growing past (see fig.2). 
The present comprehends the past as the progressive diminution of the presence.
The past  comprehends  a  multitude  of  objects which  organise  together  according  to  their  intensities  of 
presence vis-à-vis the present which is the maximal presence.  
The present is the form of the past in Garcia's terms. 
 
But where is the future ? 



B- THE PRESENT AND THE FUTURE

I. The future as the maximum of absence     :  

Whereas the past is the minimization of presence, the present being the maximal presence, the future is the 
maximization of absence. 
The future is an absence that could not be greater. Nothing is never more absent than the future. 
The future opposes to the present like the maximum of absence opposes to the maximum of presence. 
Ex : even if your dog died 20 years ago, a future dog of yours is tremendously more absent than any other  
past or imaginary dog.
The future is the greatest absence of determination possible.

'Time is the superior order of arrangement of the present, the past and the future in order of intensity of  
presence. It is the order of the presences in the universe.' 

The past and the future move away from the present in terms of intensity of presence. 
Therefore, the traditional scheme Past-Present-Future (Fig.3) doesn't fit Garcia's concept of time :

Fig.3 

'One should  say present,  past,  future  in  an order  of intensity  of  presence.  This  continuous variation of  
intensity of presence is what we call time.' 
 
If time were to be represented as an arrow (Fig.4), the present would then be the tip of time, its proceeding 
being what we call the past, and its bottom what we call the future :

Fig.4

Think about it also this way : your future was closer to you at the moment your birth _ when you could  
become truly everything _  than at the moment of your death, stuffed with a heavy past. 
The larger the past grows, the more it separates the future from the present, loaded with more and more 
determinations, whereas the future itself remains the maximal indetermination. 

Although we've seen that the present and the past can be objects which can be arranged and ordered 
together, the future is not.  Because the future is a form when the present and the past are objects. 
'The future is the form of the present. The form of the temporal objects we call events.' 

II. The future as the   form   of the present  

If we think of each present event as on top of an infinite pile of sheets of paper, the future is the bottom, the 
ground on which the pile sits. 
Each time a new sheet covers the one before, a specific sheet of paper somewhere in the bunch, a « past 
sheet », is moved away from the top of the pile which gets higher and higher. 
But the distance which separates our « past sheet » from the base, the ground, no matter how far that can 
be, it could even be infinitely far away, that wouldn't change anything.

PAST      PRESENT FUTURE

                       now

PAST
PRESENT FUTURE 



 'The key of our model of time is thus the following : all event is localizable in two ways in time : with 
regard to the present (top of the bunch) and regarding the future (bottom of the pile).'  

The distance which separates the future from being (something more or less present) is incommensurable. 
The future is the negative of each event. 
The future is the form of all events. It is the background from which all event shows up. 

' The present is to the future what a thing is to the world ' 

Everything has a future but nothing is this future. 
On the image there is no paper which belongs to the pile for the future is precisely what is not. Full dot. It is  
the maximal absence. 



Now we end up with that :
' The past is to the present what an object is to the universe ''   +  'The present is to the future what a thing is 
to the world '   =    The past is definitely something objective AND The future is not an object and can only be 
comprehended formally AND The present is a big thing, somewhere in-between the two.  

→ we can here draw part of the answer of our big question in this part : « why is the future an impossible 
historic object ? ». The first answer is : because  the future is not an object but a form, the form of the 
present. About the « historic » future question, I will quote again Garcia  : 
'  The past is comprehended in the present as in the biggest presence possible, so that by definition the  
present is the universe of the past. On cannot manage to arrange together the present and the past within  
any bigger thing which one would call History and would form their common universe.' 
The place is already taken by the present, for it is the universe of the past, the biggest thing possible for the  
past. 
 'The past is in the present, but past and present together are in nothing that be be reduced to what one  
usually calls « History ». 

History making is indeed busy with ordering the past, but as if the present was out of the picture whereas we 
know now that it is the maximum container of the past. 
In a certain way, History making is concerned with the pile without the top of it. It cuts the pile into smaller 
objects  (histories  of...between...and...),  it  makes  an  order,  a  logic  of  events,  distributing  intensities  of 
presence of events in a certain way. 
History consists in organizing past events in time but ignoring that the past belongs to the present (and 
originates in the present). 
History making is about placing the past within History although the past is not in History but in the present. 

' The problem that raises a Universal History doesn't originates from the possibility to organize the universe  
in time, but to organize time as a universe.' 

Unless one identifies it to the present, a Universal History seems to be a complete non-sense  : the Universal 
History somehow already exists and it is what is called « now ».
The problem is that this word is not sufficient to designate the discursive History of all that has happened. 
History  requires  to  imagine  a  narrative that  would  transfigurates  the  differences  between  past, 
present and future in order to position them on a same plan that we would call « History ».

 'Universal History making is symptomatic of the will to fill in time as a plan, in order to progressively render  
as similar the human past, present and future of the whole world, as if they were knitted with the same wool  
and could remain together in a History.'  

The common quality that was projected on the past, the present and the future in order to historicize them is  
their capacity to be narrated or related, based on the belief that, if not related, they are all relatable, that they 
all share the faculty to be or to become objects or narration.  
But how about the Future ?
All determination of the future is a transformation of the future into an erzatz of the past, a bad copy. It 
becomes the derivative form of a determined order of events, mostly causal. It is therefore misplaced before 
the present, which is itself supposed to come after the past. 
But what is historic is never future. 

�  Wrinting the  future  History  would  consist  in  pursueing History as  a  fictional  narrative which 
requires to be incribed within the continuity and variations of the present, the present being itself 
pictured as the result of the teleological process of the past. 

The future became an object of narration (Bible, Sci-fi, projection...).
The future can be indeed narrated, but by doing so the future is then taken as a by-product of the present 
being itself a by-product of the past. 
THE FUTURE IS AN IMPOSSIBLE HISTORIC OBJECT

A next article should argue that the future can only be  represented and can only reveal its contingency 
through two important human activities : Art and ontology.  To be continued...;)


